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HERITAGE WINE EXPERIENCE
Silves, one of the oldest cities in Portugal, was once the capital of the 
region. Today it welcomes each visitor for its well preserved heritage and 
for the fact, that it has in its area eight wine producers.  
One of the most interesting to visit is Quinta do Francês, a traditional 
Portuguese vineyard nestled in the hills of Silves. The vineyard is open for 
tastings (by appointment) and after receiving confirmation of availability, 
the guests can visit it after a short visit to Silves (castle entrance not 
included). 
Here the group can taste 3 different wines (1 rosé, 1 white and 1 red) and 
additionally accompanied by regional cheese and chouriço.  
The visit will also include the wine production area and cellar followed by 
the tasting. 

Rates & Notes 
•Time: Daily 

•Duration: 4h00 including transfer time - Half day morning (9h-12h) or 
afternoon (14h-18h)  

•Start point: transfer direct from/to hotel 

Transfer supplement by Private or Private Van for max. 4 hours excluding 
lunch time: 

- Up to 4 people (Car) - 290,00 € 

- From 5 to 8 people (Minivan) - 360,00 € 
•Tasting rates (Valid for minimum of 2 guests): 
•Tasting incl. 3 wines: 7,5 € per person 
•Tasting 3 wines, cheese, Portuguese sausage, bread & toasts:  10,00 € 

per person



A unique local experience, an opportunity to spend the day with a local 
clam picker on his daily clam picking tasks. A real life adventure on a 
traditional fisherman's wooden boat with live experiencing of the ancient 
clam picking skills and secrets. 

The activity takes place in the heart of the natural park of Ria Formosa, a 
protected lagoon for different species of fauna and flora. Guided by a local 
experienced fisherman, you will learn the old ways of clam and raiser clam 
picking, along with some other curiosities. Visit to an oyster bank with 
oyster degustation & local sparkling wine. 

Notes and rates: 

•Time: Daily, depending on the tide, check when booking 

•Duration: approximately 2h00 + transfer time (1,2 hours return)  

•Start point: Faro beach island 

•Price up to 4 participants - 240,00€ 

•Additional participant - 50,00€ p.p. 

•Children free up to 6 yrs 

•Participants: max. 12 

•Transfer supplement by Private or Private Van hotel/Faro beach/hotel  

- Up to 4 people - 200€ 

- From 5 to 8 people - 280€ 

•Includes: All clam picking material, water proof boots (on request, 
depending on sizes), oyster tasting & sparkling wine 

•Don’t forget to bring: Sunscreen, swimming costumes, flip flops

CLAM PICKING EXPERIENCE



RIA FORMOSA NATURAL PARK  
CLAM PICKING & OYSTER BANK



Gastronomic Inland Experience
Departing from the hotel by Landrover - exclusive for the guests - 
they will head for the mountains, passing by Boliqueime, 
Paderne, Alte, among other unique places. There will be stops on 
the way to experience contact with Nature and traditional farms 
showing off their Algarve products. During this tour the group will 
be driven through off road tracks in the course of the countryside 
exploring the cork oaks and traditional flora. 
The 3 hours tour will finish at the exquisite traditional restaurant 
Veneza, located in Paderne existing since the 1998 and with the 
most amazing wine selection in the region having won the best 
wine cellar in Portugal. 
To start the meal there is cheese, Portuguese ham, bread and 
wine. Meanwhile, among the pots and pans, the staff cooks the 
food just as it was done years ago.  
Restaurant closes 2 week in Autumn + 2 weeks in beginning of 
June 

Rates and Notes:  
Duration: Full Day (6 hours approximately) 3 hours tour + meal 
time + transfer time 
Rate per vehicle exclusive (1-8 people capacity) - 300,00 € 
Lunch at Veneza - as from 50,00 € per person 
Menu is paid directly by guests unless pre-booked through us for 
a minimum of 8 Pax.



Tailor-made 6-seat minibus tour designed to 
explore the unknown Algarve, Monchique, Silves 
and and unspoiled villages such as Estombar and 
Odelouca. Wine tasting is possible in a local 
vineyard, according to availability and schedule.  

Rates and Notes: 
Duration:  Full Day (7 hours approximately) 
09h00-16h00 

Participants: max. 12 Pax in 2 vans 

Rate per van: 380 € exclusive group use (based on 
6 Pax occupancy) 

Wine tasting supplement as from 10,00€p.p 

Lunch at a local restaurant as from: 30,00€p.p. 

Don’t forget to bring: Comfortable shoes and 
clothes

HISTORIC TOUR ALGARVE VILLAGES



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

• All prices are NET incl. VAT and strictly informative and can be adjusted according to time of the year, location or any 
other special requirements such as beach licenses or any other permit. 

• In case of VAT variations, all the above services will be adjusted accordingly. 

• Activities designed for private exclusive tours for min. 4 people 

• All activities escorted and accompanied by a senior English speaking staff on site.  

• All activities include all materials and logistics, personal accident insurance for all participants. 

• All rates still valid only for 2016. The new rates for 2017 will follow asap. 

Check activities online

https://vimeo.com/channels/portugalnolimits/80457658
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